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With four on the fl oor, Marvel's newest Ghost Rider puts vengeance in overdrive! Amid an East Los

Angeles neighborhood running wild with gang violence and drug trafficking, Robbie Reyes has been

given a new awesome power! But can the teen handle it, or will it drive him to a path of destruction?

As a war brews in the criminal underworld, the streets of East LA fl are up with drug-fueled gang

violence from Dr. Zabo's power-enhancing narcotics - and Mr. Hyde launches a diabolical plan to

expand his underground empire. Robbie meets the mysterious entity behind his possession, but will

he submit to the sprit inside him and go too far in protecting his neighborhood? The all-new Ghost

Rider takes on Mr. Hyde, with all-out action...and a twist that will hit you at 100 mph! COLLECTING:
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Robbie Reyesâ€™ life is a nightmare.Still a teenager in high school, he must look after and support

his wheelchair-bound little brother, Gabe, in the absence of his deadbeat parents, and work an

after-school job at a body shop. They live in a crime-ridden neighbourhood in LA, gangs operating

on every street corner, drugs and guns everywhere, while Robbie spends each day telling himself

heâ€™ll get them out there, him and Gabe, out somewhere safe, somehowâ€¦Then one day

Gabeâ€™s beaten up by some thugs from Robbieâ€™s school and his electric wheelchair stolen. It

becomes the last straw and Robbie knows he has to do something drastic to get them out. He

steals a souped-up gangster car and enters an illegal street race with a big cash prize â€“ enough to



start over with a new life.But Robbie stole the wrong car. In the boot are bags of a new pill created

by the evil Dr Zabo which his private army of mercenaries hunt and kill Robbie for. As his life ebbs

away from him, the pain and rage of his life calls out to a kindred spirit â€“ the Spirit of Vengeance!

Robbie Reyes is... the All New Ghost Rider!OK - this is a really decent comic but letâ€™s be clear:

itâ€™s also pretty simplistic, story-wise. Itâ€™s kinda manipulative to have some one-dimensional

jerks beat up a kid in a wheelchair â€“ I mean, what else are you supposed to feel except anger at

such a despicable act?And the main villain is your cookie-cutter mad scientist who, when drinking a

potion, turns into a vicious monster. Itâ€™s so unsubtle, the creature is actually called Mr Hyde! The

other villain is as one-dimensional as you can get â€“ a gangsta psycho called Grumpy who goes

from drug dealing crazy to pouring handfuls of pills down his gullet as he transforms into this frothing

juiced-out lunatic!
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